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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Ability to audit security-related activity in SAP Ariba
Customer challenge

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 
SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Restrictions
SAP Ariba Buying
SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing
SAP Ariba Commerce Automation
SAP Ariba Commerce Automation Membership
SAP Ariba Contract Invoicing
SAP Ariba Contracts
SAP Ariba Catalog
SAP Ariba Discount Management
SAP Ariba Invoice Management
SAP Ariba Sourcing
SAP Ariba Spend Analysis
SAP Ariba Spot Buy Catalog
SAP Ariba Payables
SAP Ariba Strategic Sourcing Suite
SAP Ariba Supplier Information and Performance Management
SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Performance
SAP Ariba Supplier Risk
SAP Ariba Supply Chain Collaboration for Buyers

This feature is automatically on for all customers 
with the applicable solutions but requires 
customer configuration.

Note: This feature is being enabled in phases
started with US and EU data centers. Customers 
on other data centers will be notified when the 
feature is available.

You must be a member of the Customer Administrator or 
Audit User group to access the SAP Ariba audit service.
The SAP Ariba audit service is available in the Intelligent 
Configuration Manager workspace in the Ariba 
Administrator.

The SAP Ariba audit service does not log cryptographic 
information that can be used to access or authenticate 
users or data, such as passwords, shared secrets, 
private keys, or tokens.
The SAP Ariba audit service logs cannot be modified.

Security incidents are a constant threat in today’s 
world, but more administrative tools are needed to 
help diagnose them and take necessary actions and 
countermeasures. Without a well-documented 
logging of business events and alerting of potential 
issues taking place, customers are open to increased 
security risk and financial loss.

This feature introduces the SAP Ariba audit 
service, which logs selected user and 
administration actions performed in SAP Ariba 
applications. You can use the SAP Ariba audit 
service to monitor security-related system 
information such as:
• changes to user records
• changes to application data
• changes to application configurations 
It also helps security personnel reproduce 
potential malicious activities of users and 
administrators, monitor administrative activities, 
like configuration changes, and retrieve forensic 
evidence if a security breach occurs.

Having a well-established logging of business events 
will help in analyzing the activities and identify any 
malicious activities within the system. Well logged 
business events will also provide forensic evidence in 
case of a breach, allowing customers to properly 
investigate security incidents.

Ease of implementation      
Geographic relevance Global

High-touch
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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Ability to audit security-related activity in SAP Ariba
Select the search filters, or enter search criteria and click Apply to narrow the search results.

Search filter options:
• Event type
• Application
• User
• From
• To
• Action
• Event category
• Operation
• Attributes
• Document ID
• Document type
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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Ability to audit security-related activity in SAP Ariba
Search: Filter Options and descriptions

Filter Description

Event type The type used for categorizing the logged event. This is a required search filter. For example, use Security to view 
security critical events. Use Data access to view data access related activities. For more information about event 
types, refer to Audit event types.

Application The application from where the event is generated.

User The name of the user who actually performed the action.

From The start date for the event filter. This is a required search filter. You can choose a valid date (within the last 3 
months) using the calendar tool.

To The end date for the event filter. You can choose a valid date (within the last 3 months) using the calendar tool.

Action The action associated with the event. For example, Login, Logout, Insert, Update, Delete, and so on.

Event category The category of the events you want to view. For example, PII, PCI, Business critical, and Security event.

Operation The operation that initiated the audit event. For example, File upload, Password reset, Failed login, and so on.

Attributes The additional attributes of the event.

Document ID The ID of the document that was modified.

Document type The type of document that was modified. For example, Requisition, Order Receipt, and so on.

https://help.sap.com/viewer/DRAFT/e3b0b8b9360041079841b807eb1618f4/cloud/en-US/fbc1fc1f3b6f4a8c9584e18e015695d5.html
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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Ability to audit security-related activity in SAP Ariba
Enter search criteria
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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Ability to audit security-related activity in SAP Ariba
View the search results in the table

Results include:
• Event ID
• Date
• Event Type
• Application
• User
• From
• To
• Action
• Event category
• Operation
• Attributes
• Document ID
• Document type
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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Ability to audit security-related activity in SAP Ariba
Create report from search results

• Enter desired filter and Apply
• Select Export results to

create report
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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Ability to audit security-related activity in SAP Ariba
Create report from search results

• Screen moves from Events tab to 
Reports tab

• Notifications of report in progress
• Report appears in reports list
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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Ability to audit security-related activity in SAP Ariba
View and filter reports

• Assign search filters on:
• Event type
• Application
• Date

• Apply filter
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